The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) of the U.S. National Library of Medicine is a complex collection of terms, concepts and relationships derived from standard classifications. Potential applications would benefit from a high level representation of its components. This work proposes a conceptual representation of both the Metathesaurus and the Semantic Network of the UMLS based on conceptual graphs. It shows that the addition of a dictionary of concepts to the UMLS knowledge allows the capability to exploit it pertinently. This dictionary defines more precisely the core concepts and adds constraints on their use. Constraints are dedicated to guide an "intelligent" browsing of the UMLS knowledge sources and to build queries to information databases. A computational model of information retrieval based on the UMLS knowledge sources is then proposed.
Introduction
This work takes place into a project intended to help users in querying existing medical information databases [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . As information database we consider all the kinds of information repositories that are handled by computer systems. Such systems are: a patients database management system, a bibliographical server, a multimedia documents system, and so on. All these computer systems are designed to store information and to provide users with the capability to retrieve it by the means of a proprietary query language generally. We do the hypothesis that information is indexed by key-words. These key-words can be diagnostic codes picked out from nomenclatures, such as ICD (International Classification of Diseases, World Heath Organization) and SNOMED (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, College of the American Pathologists), in the case of patients records databases. They are conventional key-words, used to index bibliographical references, chosen in a medical thesaurus, such as MeSH (Medical Subject Headings, U.S. National Library of Medicine), associated to a documents server. The various computer systems implement data according to the way they represent medical concepts. Moreover, a medical concept is never entirely represented in such a computer system. Only its facets useful for the system are described in most cases. The main problem for a user to query such a computer system is to match his/her own viewpoint on medical concepts with their representation in the computer system.
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a wide project of the U.S. National Library of Medicine [7] . Three main components constitute the UMLS data structure: the so-called Metathesaurus (Meta-1) [8] , the Semantic Network [9] and the Information Sources Map [10] . The UMLS is a complex collection of medical concepts, terms and relationships issued from standard classifications. To optimally benefit from the resources the UMLS provides, researchers and developers must understand well its structure and data relationships. As noticed by authors, a high level representation of data would clarify the Metathesaurus and Semantic Network contents [11] . In the following we will only be concerned with the Metathesaurus and the Semantic Network of UMLS. The core concepts which have been isolated in Meta-1 are connected to generic types of concepts in the Semantic Network. These types are interconnected by semantic relationships. The data structure of Meta-1 is based on hierarchies and associations. The association relationship links a given term to related terms and to a preferred term. The hierarchies structure the preferred terms into more generic terms and more specific ones. This hierarchical relationship divides Meta-1 into several socalled microthesauri, according to a local specificity of concepts. The presence of these microthesauri, that we will name "views" in the following, translate the various viewpoints from which medical concepts can be considered.
As noticed and explained by the UMLS designers themselves, instances of concepts in Meta-1 do not inherit automatically from the abstracted properties defined at the types of concepts level. For instance, every diagnostic procedure, such as an EKG, can not diagnose every disease, such as a cancer. So, with the intent to use the UMLS as a knowledge base to build relevant queries to information databases, it seems necessary to enhance its knowledge sources with semantic features able to control the associations of concepts in a relevant way. The basic idea is to use medical contexts as a means to formulate relevant associations. For instance, if we know that an EKG is a procedure used to diagnose cardiac diseases, we can associate this concept with the concepts classified as cardiac diseases. On this basis we investigated on the possibility to build a concepts dictionary including the main core concepts isolated from Meta-1. This dictionary includes global constraints which operate on the medical concepts. This work presents the way we defined such a dictionary and the means to exploit it to query information databases using the UMLS. The method is based on conceptual graphs [12] which have been successfully used to represent medical knowledge under various perspectives such as clinical findings representation [13, 14] and terms classification [15] .
A conceptual model of UMLS components
A first objective of the conceptual model is to represent the data structure of the UMLS components. We organise the elements according to a data structure initially conceived for semantic networks exploitation [16] . When applied to the UMLS components, this structure shows the three bottom-up following levels:
• the core concepts identified in Meta-1 constitute the lowest level, • the intermediary level is constituted by views which represent microthesauri in Meta-1, • the upper level is the tree of types of concepts of the Semantic Network, as illustrated by Figure 1 . Figure 1 . Organisation of concepts in views connected to the ontology of types A given concept may have various instances in different views. For instance, an aneurysm can be either viewed as an acquired abnormality -thus, connected to this related type of concepts-or as a congenital abnormality -thus, connected to this latter type-. Congenital abnormality and acquired abnormality are two distinct types in the UMLS Semantic Network. Semantic relationships, which are not represented in Figure  1 , are set between types of concepts to translate the UMLS Semantic Network totally.
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A second objective of the conceptual model is to provide users with the capability to build conceptual graphs which involve instances of concepts in views interconnected by instances of semantic relationships inherited from the Semantic Network. These graphs are built at the intermediate level of figure 1 . Since the semantic relationships set between types are inherited neither by the concepts nor by their instances automatically, the Semantic Network must be considered as a frame knowledge which describe valid associations and not as an expert knowledge base which should describe relevant associations. For instance, a coronary aneurysm cannot be diagnosed by every diagnostic procedure, but, when viewed as a cardiovascular disease, it can be diagnosed by some (but, not every) cardiovascular diagnostic procedure, such as an angiography. Valid conceptual graphs are built under the control of the Semantic Network. The endusers determine the medical relevance of these graphs. The figure 2 shows the building of an elementary conceptual graph. If the type A (e.g., Diagnostic Procedure) is linked to the type B (e.g., Disease or Syndrome) by the means of the semantic relationship R 1 (e.g., diagnoses), then instances of concepts a (e.g., Angiography) and b (e.g., Coronary Arteriosclerosis) in their respective views V 1 (e.g., Cardiovascular Diagnosis) and V 2 (e.g., Cardiovascular Diseases) may be linked by an instance of the above relationship R 1 . Valid operations on conceptual graphs -such as join, restriction and projectionallow the users to build complex graphs which translate full sentences such as "treatment by angioplasty of coronary diseases diagnosed by angiography". This is illustrated in figure 2 by a join of the above graph with a second elementary graph on the same b linked in this latter by R 2 (e.g., treated by) with c (e.g., Angioplasty), issued from C (Therapeutic Procedure), viewed in V 3 as a Cardiovascular Therapeutic Procedure. A typical exploitation of the model when building a conceptual graph is as follows:
• select a concept • select a view on this concept: the related type is then selected automatically, • select a relationship involving this type: the destination type is selected automatically, • select a view connected to this latter type, • select an instance of a concept in this view. This sequence of operations builds an elementary conceptual graph which links two nodes, the two selected instances of concepts, by the means of an edge, the instance of the selected semantic relationship. This process is illustrated by the diagram of figure 3 . Iterations of such a sequence allow the building of more complex connected graphs (each node is linked to another node, at least) which involve several instances of concepts linked by various relationships. 
The design and use of a concepts dictionary
A view is a medical context in which an instance of a given concept is located. This definition is illustrated by the graph of Figure 4 which shows three paths, issued from Meta-1, leading from "Cardiovascular Disease" to "Coronary Arteriosclerosis". A first view for "Coronary Arteriosclerosis" is "Cardiovascular Disease". Two other views, which refine this former one, are "Heart Disease" and "Vascular Disease". Another example is illustrated by Figure 5 which shows two paths to both "Angiography" and "Angioplasty" in the context of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. A view for "Angioplasty" is "Vascular Surgery". A view for "Angiography" is "Cardiovascular Diagnosis". So, according to the precision an application needs, views are created with their respective roots selected at different levels. All the instances of concepts below the root belong to the view this root represents. Thus, a concept is considered from various viewpoints, according to its location in Meta-1 hierarchies and to the definition of views. The way we processed to build views is to group below a same root concepts which share medical characteristics. Nevertheless, since a very detailed precision is not needed according to our goal, the views we created are generic. This process is equivalent to build sub-types under the types of concepts in the Semantic Network and then to connect the core concepts to these new types. Such a mechanism has already been exploited to add concepts related to laboratory tests to the UMLS [17] . To reach our goal which consists to guide the navigation in the UMLS components as described above, we designed a dictionary of concepts to define information related to views. The aim of such a dictionary is to describe the core concepts, to define their instances in various related views and to express the rules to combine them. As illustrated above, it is often possible to reach a term which represents instances of a same concept through various paths in Meta-1. It appears clearly from the graphical representation we made that a given instance of a concept is characterised by the path followed to reach it. This means that an instance of a concept is characterised by its semantic environment: fathers, siblings and children in views. The first component of the dictionary consists, for each core concept, in the description of all its instances in the views in which they occur, and in the description of its links to them. Such a representation guarantees that one, and only one, occurrence of each of the core concepts in stored in the dictionary and that it encapsulates the descrition of the links to its instances. Since, in the UMLS, the core concepts are isolated and the hierarchies are described which involve them by the means of unique identifiers, this process is automatically operated. Starting from the relational format of the UMLS data furnished by the NLM, we add a relational table which defines the views and a table which connects core concepts and views.
The second component of the concepts dictionary is a set of global constraints which express general rules and will allow to build associations of concepts according to the views where they are considered. Such a rule is: "a cardiovascular diagnostic procedure is used to diagnose a cardiovascular disease", which can be represented by the following conceptual graph:
in which concepts are written between brackets and relationships are written between parentheses. This constraints expresses that concepts which occur in the view "Cardiovascular Diagnosis" can be linked with concepts occurring in the view "Heart Disease" by the means of the relationship "diagnoses". Another example is: "vascular surgery treats vascular diseases ", represented by the following conceptual graph:
Since "Angiography" is a "Cardiovascular Diagnosis" procedure in one of its views ( Figure 5 ), and since "Coronary Arteriosclerosis" is a "Cardiovascular Disease" in each of its views (Figure 4 ), the first above rule allows us to connect the former concept to the latter one by the means of the same relationship "diagnoses" and to build the following conceptual graph:
[Angiography]⎯(diagnoses)→[Coronary Arteriosclerosis] In a same way, an "Angioplasty" can be linked to an "Arteriosclerosis" by the means of the semantic relationship "treats" under the view "Vascular Disease", and thus produce the conceptual graph:
[Angioplasty]⎯(treats)→[Coronary Arteriosclerosis]
In the context where a "Coronary Arteriosclerosis" is viewed as a "Vascular Disease", it is then possible to join these two above graphs and build the following conceptual graph: . Two paths to "Angiography" and to "Angioplasty".
The "is_a" labels of links between concepts are omitted.
A computational model of information retrieval
The objects involved in the conceptual model are complex. They are concepts, instances of concepts, types of concepts, semantic relationships, graphs, and so on. Powerful tools are needed to design and implement them. Object-orientation allows capabilities to design computer programs which store and treat complex data. Object-oriented programming languages provide the facility to define hierarchies of classes of objects in which the subclasses inherit the properties of their ancestor classes automatically.
Objects have the properties of the classes of which they are instances. So, the classes constitute a model for the instantiated objects. The current success of objectprogramming languages leads developers to create powerful libraries of generic classes of objects. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Library of Classes [18] , implemented in C++ language, provides a large set of hierarchically structured classes. This library contains generic classes of objects such as "list", "ordered list", "set", "dictionary", and so on, which can be reused with benefit. The NIH library of classes is partly represented in figure 6 .
Object -Root of the NIH library of classes Concept -Unique representation of a concept Relationship -Semantic relationship Collection -Abstract class for collections ArrayOb -Array of objects references GraphUnit -3-uple graph unit Set -Collection of non duplicated objects Dictionary -Set of associations IdentDict -Dictionary Graph -Set of graph units Tree -Tree of objects references Iterator -Collection iterator Link -Abstract class of links for linked lists LinkOb -Link with an object reference LookUpKey -Dictionaries associations Assoc -Association of references Figure 6 . Part of the computational hierarchy of classes. Bold names refer to the classes added into the NIH library A graph is designed as a set of 3-uples: two nodes and the directed relationship which links them. In our case, we needed to implement classes such as:
• "concept", instantiated by concepts and types of concepts,
• "relationship", instantiated by semantic relationships both in conceptual graphs and in semantic networks, • "tree", instantiated both by the ontology of types and by concepts instances structured in views, • "graph unit", instantiated by 3-uples elementary graphs, • "graph", instantiated both by semantic networks and by conceptual graphs, and their related procedures among which are the valid operations on graphs. So, we specialized the hierarchy of classes of the NIH library in such way that these new classes benefit from the already defined properties. For instance, since a procedure is defined in the class "set" which verifies that an instantiated set does not contain duplicated elements, to make the class "graph" a subclass of the class "set" entails that the former class inherits this property. Figure 6 presents the hierarchy of classes we implemented. It shows a part of the NIH library we reused and how we implemented new classes as subclasses in it. We can remark that the classes "concept" and "relationship" are new classes directly attached as subclasses of the root class "object", when "node", "tree" and "graph" are attached to classes in the hierarchy and thus benefit from the inheritance.
The first time a concept is referenced, an object which instanciates it is created in memory. The selected view of this concept is also instantiated by the means of treestructured references to the related instantiated concepts. When a relationship links two instantiated concepts, it is also instantiated. A graph unit is created which references the two concepts and the relationship instances. According to this structure, when a graph is created, it is instantiated as a set of instances of units. In this way, no object is duplicated in memory. Duplication is avoided by the use of references to objects identified internally by the object-oriented mechanism.
Users queries are instantiated by the means of graphs after a navigation in UMLS components as described previously. When an information database is queried, data graphs issued from individual records are also instantiated according to the data model the Semantic Network provides. The query graph is successively compared to the individual data graphs by the means of a matching process which implements an operation on graphs named "projection". This process verifies that the query, or a specialization of it, as described above, is a subset of the individual data graph as illustrated by the diagram of figure 7 in which the query is "coronary arteriosclerosis diagnosed by angiography and treated by angioplasty", and part of the actual data graph is: "coronary arteriosclerosis" linked to the diagnosis act "coronary angiography" (a specialisation of "angiography") and to the therapeutic act "transluminal percutaneous angioplasty" (a specialisation of "angioplasty"). This latter data graph satisfies the query. 
Discussion
The types of concepts in the UMLS Semantic Network seem too generic to be usable by developers as they are. Two alternative approaches are conceivable. The first one consists to refine them. But, since the philosophy of the Semantic Network is to abstract medical concepts issued from various sources, it would be contradictory to refine its components. The second possibility we described is to enhance the definition of the core concepts that Meta-1 registers. The definition of views adds a contextual knowledge to the current definition of the core concepts. Conceptual graphs provide us with a homogeneous and powerful formalism able to represent concepts, instances of concepts in medical contexts and associations by the means of semantic relationships issued from the Semantic Network. Adding general constraints to the definition of concepts allows to guide the building of these associations.
We experimented the browsing capabilities offered by the Semantic Network of UMLS and conceptual graphs [2] . The result of such a navigation is a conceptual graph which involves concepts and relationships. The present work adds to the previous ones the property of relevancy. We experimented the querying mechanism with a simple patients database [5] . We are experimenting acutely the capability to query bibliographical databases and more elaborated patients databases. These experiments would make the proof that the UMLS resources, augmented by knowledge such as a concepts dictionary, could be considered as a semantic and data model for medical information in various sources. These models would then provide the means to structure data and then the tools for building better user interfaces [19] .
